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S1 Computing Phase Compositions Along the Binodal

Here, we provide additional details about how we applied the constraint of fixed chemical

potential of salt and computed the compositions of the coexisting supernatant and coacervate

phases along the binodal. We first computed the chemical potential of a saltwater solution

at the desired salt concentration using the liquid state theory with the polyelectrolyte con-

centration set to zero. Next, we computed the chemical potential at each point along the

full binodal surface and interpolated the coexisting compositions at the chemical potential

of the saltwater reservoir. By computing enough coexisting compositions at each temper-

ature in the binodal surface (viz., 105), we ensured that the error in the composition due

to interpolation was negligible. Repeating this interpolation for each temperature produces

a one-dimensional slice of the binodal surface with an LCST for the appropriate range of

concentrations of salt in the saltwater reservoir.

S2 Lower Critical Solution Temperature: Voorn-Overbeek

Theory

Voorn-Overbeek (VO) theoryS1 can also model the qualitative behavior of a lower critical

solution temperature (LCST) when the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant

of water is accounted for, as shown in Figure S1. This finding demonstrates that the terms

accounting for connectivity and hard-sphere repulsion in the liquid state (LS) theory—which

are not included in VO theory—are not necessary to model the qualitative behavior of an

LCST, although they improve the quantitative accuracy of the predictions (Figure 5). The

binodal surface predicted by VO theory displays some similar qualitative phase behavior as

our LS theory, such as a general widening with temperature and an increase in polyelectrolyte

concentration in the coacervate phase as salt concentration decreases. However, VO theory

predicts much higher polyelectrolyte and salt concentrations in the coacervate phase, as well
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Figure S1: Binodal predicted by Voorn-Overbeek theory for a polyelectrolyte solution with
N = 100 and σ = 4 Å. (a) full binodal surface as a function of salt ρs (mol/L), polyelectrolyte
ρp (mol/L), and temperature T (Celsius). The supernatant phase (blue surface) meets the
coacervate phase (red surface) along the critical line (black line). A lower critical solution
temperature (“LCST”, black circle) is achieved by placing the system in chemical equilibrium
with a reservoir of saltwater at a concentration of 5.5 M (binodal highlighted). An isotherm
is also highlighted at 10◦C (labeled). Panels (b) and (c) show isotherms projected onto
the polyelectrolyte–salt plane at different temperatures (blue, orange, and red) with critical
points (filled circles). Tie lines (dashed lines) are shown for different compositions (star,
triangle and square); (b) shows different salt compositions at fixed polyelectrolyte (1.00 M)
and (c) shows different polyelectrolyte compositions at fixed salt (4.00 M).
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as steep, positively sloped tie lines (Figure S1b,c), rather than the shallower, negatively

sloped tie lines predicted by our LS theory (Figure 4).

S3 Effects of Chain Length, Charge Fraction, and Bead

Size

Figure S2: Slices of the binodal of a polyelectrolyte solution in chemical equilibrium with
a saltwater reservoir are projected onto the polyelectrolyte–temperature plane for different
values of (a) degree of polymerization N , (b) charge fraction f (equivalent to coarse-graining
the discrete-valued charge-per-monomer Zp), and (c) bead diameter σ, with the values listed
in the legends below. The coacervate is represented by a thicker line than the supernatant.
The concentrations of the saltwater reservoir are (a) ρress = 1.85 M, (b) ρress = 1.4 M, and
(c) ρress = 1.0 M. The degree of polymerization N = 100, except where otherwise indicated.
Critical points are marked by filled circles.

Our LS theory has three parameters that can be directly related to experimentally

measured quantities: the number of beads N , charge fraction f , and bead size σ. Typically,

the number of beads N is approximated as the number of Kuhn segments in the polymer

chain, but precise measurements of the Kuhn length for the polyelectrolyte considered (PSS

and PDADMA) were not found in the literature. Instead, we set N = 100 based on its

similarity to the degree of polymerization of the polyelectrolytes studied in the experimental

work by Ali et al. (N+ = 100 and N− = 400).S2,S3 Each had a dispersity greater than

2, however, which our LS theory could not capture. We explored the sensitivity of the

phase behavior to N to determine the degree of error that might be introduced by our
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assumption of monodisperse polyelectrolytes. As shown in Figure S2a, increasing N drives

phase separation, as expected, due to the lower mixing entropy of longer polymer chains. As

a result, the binodal widens and the transition temperature decreases with greater N . The

phase behavior appears to be sensitive to N , particularly near the single-phase region, so

we expect our assumption of monodisperse polyelectrolytes to introduce some discrepancies

from the experiments, although we do not expect these to affect our qualitative conclusions.

The charge fraction f is numerically equivalent to the average charge per monomer Zp in

our LS theory. Although Figure S2b shows that the phase behavior is highly sensitive to f ,

with higher charge fraction driving more phase separation due to the stronger electrostatic

correlations, we expect PDADMA and PSS to dissociate completely in water, so setting

f = 1 should introduce significant error. The bead size is often related to the Kuhn length

but, lacking a clear measurement of the Kuhn length for PDADMA and PSS, we instead fit

the value of σ = 4.1 Å to optimize the fit to the experimental data scaled by the uncertainty

in Figure 5. The phase behavior is highly sensitive to σ since a larger bead size spreads out

the charge over a larger region and reduces electrostatic correlations, as shown in Figure S2.

S4 Generalized Phase Diagram for Asymmetric Chain

Lengths

Assuming symmetry between the polycation and polyanion is convenient in theoreti-

cal models because we can treat the system as if it has only two components (polyelec-

trolyte and salt ion). In experiments, however, the polycation and polyanion are inevitably

asymmetric in some way, whether in chain length, monomer charge fraction/distribution,

Kuhn length, and/or concentration. As outlined in our previous work,S4 this asymmetry

between the polycation and polyanion requires that the polycation, polyanion, cation, and

anion concentrations in each phase be considered explicitly. In this case, at a fixed Bjerrum

length/temperature, the system has two degrees of freedom, in constrast with the one de-
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gree of freedom of the pseudo-two-component system that arises from assuming symmetric

polyelectrolytes. Additionally, the asymmetry leads to a potential difference between the

coexisting phases, referred to as the Galvani potential ΨG.

As described in the main text, we modeled the experimental measurements reported

by Prabhu and coworkersS2,S3,S5 by setting the degree of polymerization of the polycation

N+ = 100 and of the polyanion N− = 400, which introduces asymmetry. Similar to our pre-

vious work,S4 we solve for each point along the binodal surface by specifying the monomer

concentration of both polycation and polyanion in the coacervate phase. The experimental

measurements by Prabhu and coworkers considered only a single contour along this surface.

Given that they prepared solutions with equal overall monomer concentrations of polyca-

tion and polyanion, we selected the contour where the polycation and polyanion monomer

concentrations are equal in the coacervate phase for comparison to the experimental measure-

ments, making the assumption that most of the polyelectrolyte is in the coacervate phase.

This approach yields the same result as the symmetric case if N+ = N−, but the Galvani

potential ΨG = 0, whereas it is generally nonzero in the asymmetric case.

S5 Bjerrum Length with Temperature-dependent Dielec-

tric Constant

The temperature dependence of the Bjerrum length, a length scale related to the strength

of electrostatic interactions in a dielectric medium, strongly depends on the temperature de-

pendence of the dielectric constant of the medium. In many studies of aqueous polyelectrolyte

solutions,S7–S12 the dielectric constant of water is fixed near its value at room temperature,

ϵH2O(T=20◦C) ≈ 80, which results in a Bjerrum length lB that decreases with temperature.

Accounting for the empirical temperature dependence of the dielectric constant of water,

as in the present study (see eq 1, main text),S6 results in a Bjerrum length that instead

increases with temperature T . The temperature dependence of the Bjerrum length resulting
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Figure S3: The Bjerrum length of water is plotted as a function of temperature within
the liquid range for both a dielectric constant fixed to its room-temperature value (ϵr =
ϵr(T = 20◦C) = 80) and a temperature-dependent dielectric constant (eq 1, main text).S6

For a constant dielectric constant, the Bjerrum length decreases with temperature, while it
increases for the temperature-dependent model.

from each of these models is shown in Figure S3. This qualitative difference in the temper-

ature dependence of the Bjerrum length is responsible for many of the predictions of our

model, as discussed in the main text.

S6 Upper Critical Solution Temperature

Previous work has demonstrated an upper critical solution temperature (UCST) in the

vicinity of an LCST experimentallyS13 and theoretically.S14 In this section, we demonstrate

that our LS theory can also predict a UCST alongside an LCST by incorporating hydropho-

bic interactions through an enthalpic χ-parameter, i.e., a χ parameter that is inversely

proportional to the temperature. Because our solvent is implicit, we modeled hydrophobic

interactions using an attractive, negative χ parameter among the polyelectrolyte components

of the form χ ≡ − θ
T
, where θ is a temperature scale and T is the temperature in Kelvin.

These interactions add the following contribution to the free energy in equation 2 of the
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Figure S4: Binodal when using a χ parameter χ ≈ −160 K/T , where T is in Kelvin, plotted
as a function of salt ρs (mol/L), polyelectrolyte ρp (mol/L), and temperature T (Celsius).
The supernatant phase (blue surface) meets the coacervate phase (red surface) along the
critical line (black line). A lower critical solution temperature (“LCST”, black circle) and
an upper critical solution temperature (“UCST”, white circle) are achieved by allowing the
system to exchange salt with a reservoir of saltwater at a concentration of 2.62 M (binodal
highlighted).

main text,
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βfχ = χ
(
ρ2p+ + ρp+ρp− + ρ2p−

)

where ρp+ is the concentration of polycations and ρp− is the concentration of polyanions,

which simplifies to βfχ = 3χρ2p for a symmetric solution where ρp+ = ρp− ≡ ρp. Using an

enthalpic χ parameter drives greater phase separation at lower temperatures, expanding the

binodal enough to allow for a UCST. This phase behavior is shown in Figure S4, where

we consider a system placed in chemical equilibrium with a saltwater reservoir with 2.62

M of salt with χ parameter scaled by θ = 160 K. We cannot, however, comment on its

experimental relevance, especially given the small window of salt concentration over which

such phase behavior is predicted.
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